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Feel Safe?
"Well I've been here for seven years" says the
95 year old matriarch of the Granada, Hialria
Atencio. "Now I use my walker all the time
and the carpet is
double padded so
the last time I fell, I
got a black eye but I
knocked my phone
off the hook, to get
the front desk alarm
and Tony, the
manager, came to
my room and picked
me up; where else?

"No complaints,
no problems. I
just turned 79
years old, with
cake and candle
Tony and Kevin
sang happy birthday to me, I moved into
the Granada when I was 60, that's 19
years ago, no fuss, no problems."

"The security
here is good, #1
the front door is
always locked
and only on
recognition does
the deskclerk
"buzz" the door
open. # 2 are
those cameras
that you 've installed around the building.
That makes me feel good and secure."
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Employee of the Month

In San Francisco especially, taste and
presentation demands are made on cooks
for excellence in every part of every meal.
Progressive cooking skills are important to
meet those demands, competance, that's
where our employee of the month, Juna
Vasquez comes in.
Juan Esparsa, the Granada head chef tells
it this way:
"He is very organized, clean and on time
and respectful among endless assets. Juan
started as a kitchen cleaner, 1/2 year ago,
then moved to the kitchen cook staff. Juan
Vasquez does all. If your breakfast is done
right and you enjoy it, it's because he is the
one that makes sure everything is right."
Born in Mexio's Yucatan region 18 years
ago, Juan enjoys his home and job here in
San Francisco. Juan's spare time is taken
up with the 3-Gs: girls, guitar and gym
which keeps him smiling most of the time.
His goal "be a better cook and later chef."
That's why you, Juan Vasquez, are the
Granada employee of the month.

World Cup Revelers Stay
at The Granada

July 11, 2010 in South Africa, Spain was victorious
over the Netherlands to win the 2010 World Cup.
Madrid exploded in to music and dancing to
rejoice in Spain's first World Cup Championship
and though I can't quite point them out above, two
weeks later the same peeople are staying and
dining at The Granada. From left to right we have:
Eva Castano Rodriguez Gigirey, Jose Garcia, Maria
Antonieta Acosta, Sara Garcia Castellanos, Sara
Menez, Araceli Garcia, Lucia Garcia. Viva Espana!
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INTRAX International
students at The Granada
Eight international
students studying at
INTRAX joined us
for dinner and
English conversation. Anna Thompson and Joe Craven
host two ladies while
Mak Bennion and
Victoria Hawthorne share food together these
wonderful visiting students.

Green, green, green. In a continual effort to
do our best for the enviroment, we have
established a battery recycling point. The
front desk at The Granada now has the
battery recycling bucket (see above).
Please use this ofen.
Thank you.

Did our Vintner's dinner
please with the:

The Granada returns to
the Aquatic Park senior
center for lunch and a
walk about the NEW
Aquatic Park grounds, get
to see first what millions
of tourist will be looking
at for the next 50 years.
Wednesday, August 25th
the Granada tour goes to
AT&T Baseball Park
once again to watch our
Giants play Cincinatti at
1pm. Don't forget your
bag lunches and a
Granada staffer will meet
you there with beverages
and peanuts, popcorn,
pretzels, the lot!
Rental referrals are
important to us, so for the
month of August every
successful referral we
receive, a $200 reward is
posted. I hope this will
cause you to recommend
The Granada to your
friends and colleagues
because the payoff goes
both ways. This is one of
our best months for
weather so enjoy it!
My door is always open.
Thanks.
Tony Davidauskis, manager
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